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The trOblem. The present study investigated the
possibilIty ~at some eating may be adjunotive in nature
during television viewing when an opportunity t08at is
provided.

Prooedure. Three children were individually placed
in a room wIth a television that monitored either unin
terrupted cartoons or intertnittent cartoons withoommeroials
intended to serve as an S-. There were two levers in front
of the ohair in which they sat. One lever turned off the
video portion for 10 sec while the other lever produoed
breakfast cereal only while the video portion was off. The
frequency of responding on these levers and the temporal.
placement of responses were recorded.

Findings. Two subjects.howed response increases
during tlie pnases consisting of intermittent cartoons with
commercials and during these phases all subjects responded
considerably more during commercials than cartoons. During
uninterrupted cartoons, a higher proportion of responding
occurred durinq the first 30 sec of a cartoon than the l.ast
30 sec.

Conclusions. The results suggest t.hat commercials
serVing as an S- can induce adjunotive eating. The faot
that during uninterrupted cartoons a higher proportion of
responding occurred during the first 30 sec (Which is less
rei.nforcinq and more predictable) than the last 30 sec
(which is more reinforoing and less prediotable) of a car
toon may lend additional support to the notion that SOMe
eating is controlled by S- variables.

Recommendations. Additional research is needed to
investigate what krnds of commercials, television programs,
and what time parameters lead to adjunctive eating. Further
more, other S- variables may be investigated to identify
conditions where adjunctive eating may be related to weight
control problems.
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INTROllUC'1'ION

Eat.ing, as a behavior, bas typioally beenstu4ied

by look.ing at the environmental variables Which function

to control it. These variables have usually been identi

fied as conti.ngencies of reinforoement which maintain the

eating responses or the disoriminative st;imuli which cue the

eating episode (Stuart; , Davis, 1912). Reoently, however,

a class of behaviors which oocurs during periods of low

probability of reinforcement has come under invest;iqation.

These behaviors, termed adjunctive (ralk, 1971), appear

during the s- period.s for another behavior (Jralk, 1971) and

are thus adjunots to that other behavior. The frequent

appearance of S- periods has been known to lead t;o behavioral

states called depression (Jrerster, 1965; Lazarus, 1968;

Moss , Boren, 1972) in whioh responses go unreinforoed and

much behavior ceases. Simon (1963) has noted eating as a

depressive equivalent and Stuart , Davis (1972) note the

occurrence of eating during depression, loneliness, and

boredom. Seligman, Klein, and Miller (1976) report that data

on immunization against depression suggest that some people

have ~he skills necessary to control and manipulate sources

of reinforcement. Eatinq may be thought of as a skill with

t.he potential to manipulate one source of reinforcement (food)
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during periods oftha low probabilit.y of oocurrence of

other reinforcers. It.t.herefore seems reasonable t.o

invest.igate if some eatinq is a function of periods of low

probability of reinforcement for other behavior and there

fore is adjunctive.

Adjunotive behavior has been defined as a stable

increase in behavior not att.ribut.able t.o variables that.

directly affect the unoonditioned, conditioned, or operant

probability of that behavior, but which is a funotion of

variables primarily determining some other class of behavior

(Falk, 1971). Adjunotive behaviors inolude polydipsia

(Falx, 1969, 1971), airlieking in rats (Mendelson & Chillag,

1970), aggression with pigeons (Azrin, Hutchinson, ,. Hake,

1966), pica or schedule-induced eating of wood chips

(Villareal, Note 1), digital movements in humans (Wallace,

Singer, Wayner, ,. Cook, 1975), and paci.ng with humans

(Kachanoff, Leveille, McLelland, & Wayner, 19131 Muller,

Crow, , Cheney, 1979) and pigeons (Killeen, 1975). Rein

forcement is independent of these behaviors and thus these

behaviors appear as adjunots to the behavior upon which

reinforcement is continqent.

Sohedules which produce discriminable periods of low

probability of reinforcement also produce adjunctive behav

ior (Alferink, Bartness, & Harder, in press 1 Fa1k, 1971:

Frederiksen & Peterson, 1974, Staddon, 1977) and an added

st.imulus has been demonstrat.ed to exert. control over
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schedule-induceddrink1nqwben s1gnall1nq periods of S-.

Using brief stimulus present.at.ions in place o.freinforce

ment, Port.eranll Rert$halo (1914) reported drinking follow....

ing-stimulus presentations with a Rhesus monkey while

Rosenblit.h (1970) achieved the same result with rats.

Alferink et al. (1n press) used a Mixed FRIO Chain FlUO FR90

in their st.u.dy.. The small FRlO occurred wi1:h a .25 p.rob

ability and a tone followed oompletion of the PRlO in the

Chain oomponent and remained on untilcomplet.ion of the

Chain.. Results demonstrate that the temporal locus of

drinking wa.s displaoed to the period after the onset of the

tone.

Eating behavior in humans oommonly ooours in the

presenoe of a television. Stuart: and Davis (1972) note that

frequent pairings of television and eating may result in

television cueing eating. However, little research has

actually focused upon identifying the va.riables which exert

oontrol over eating during television viewing.. A television

may be thought of as a stimulus which allows programming to

exert oontrol over observation behavior. The oontrol of

observation behavior has been desoribed by Ward, Levinson,

and Waokman (1971) who noted a drop in the attention

ohildren paid to a television when oommeroials began. This

observation was oonsistent aoross age groups 5-12 years old ..

Lindsley (1962) reported that subjects taught to press a

button in order to maintain a television pioture during a



program consistently ceased responding when commercials

appeared.. Grass and. Wal1&oe(1969) found that a vi_er re

peatedly exposed to a t.elevision conuaereial will display an

initial increase in attent.ion but. event;ually tbe at.tention

will decline with repea.ted viewing.. Ward et al.. (1971)

re.port a s im.ilar drop in attentiveness when twa OS" more

commercials appear in sequ.nce.. Therefore, it appears thai:.

some commerciaJ.s are less reinforcing than 'the programming

which occurs prior t.o commercial onset resulting in leas

observation behavior durinq a commercial.

Commeroials have been studied to determine the

variables which control any att.entiveness that may be ob

served during their oocurrence.. Rust and Wat.kins (1975)

found three import.ant phenomena with ohildren. First., new

commeroials were more likely to result in attentive observa

tion than old ones. Second, message monologues result. in

less att.entiveness. Third, young children attend less to

material which. isn't clear and concise.. These findings

suggest variables which may function to control the degree

t.O wbich children observe television during a oommeroial ..

Also noted by Ward et ale (1911) is a decrease in attentive

ness t.o commercials that occur towards the end of a program.

relative to those that occur during the beginning ..

It therefore seems plausible to use television pro

gramminq as an intermitt.ent schedule of reinforcement. The

commercials provid.e periods that may constitute a reduction
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in the probability of reinforcing observation of television

as demonstrated by a general drop in attentivenes.$ during

their onset. Tn••e oommeraials typically appear aft.er T

minutes of a television program whioh results in int.ermittent.

reinforcement. of observa:tion behavior. Commeroials are

easi1.y disoriminable from regular programming and thus serve

to cue periods of low reinforcement probabilit.y.. It has

been demonstrated that cued periods of S- result in adjunc

tive behavior when the opportunity allows. Therefore,

adjunctive behavior may be observed when BUcl1 a sebeaule is

arranged using a television.. Since eating commonly oocurs

during television viewing, it seems reasonable to suspect

that some eating is adjunctive in nature.

The present study will investigate the effects of

both cartoon and commeroial program material on the eati.ng

occurri.ng- during this proqram material. In this way, the

present study will determine if intermittent cartoons will

produce adjunctive eating in children.



METHOD

"4X'1:icij2ants

Three ohildren, two age 5 and one age 6 were em

ployed as subjeots. Each was experimentally naive.

Ai?Paratus

1A~ Setchell-Carlson IC-IOO television monitor was

used.. The video portion of this monitor could be turned on

or off by at relay. '!'he proqram material present.ed. on the

television monitor consisted. of videotaped segments from a

Sony SL7200 videocasset.te recorder. A chair was approxi

mately 3.5 feet from the monitor and turned in a manner to

allow viewing. A t.elevision lever and a food lever were

looated on a table in front of the chair within arms reach.

A universal feeder with a trough lea.ding' to a bowl was also

within arms reach of the chair. Dat.a were recorded by

digital counters and an event recorder.

Prooedures

Sessions were 30 min long and usually occurred four

times per week at approximately the same time of day.

Throughout each session, a subject was seated in t.he chair

While the t.elevision monitor played pre-taped cartoons from

the videocassette recorder. The reinforcing properties of

cartoons is supported by Ward et 1.1. (1911) who reported
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thatohildren ages 5-7 yea.rs old watch television on

Saturday mornings more thanohildren who are 8-12.. The

introductory portion of the oart.oons which display credits

were omitted to avoid providing a potential S- period

during the oartoon. In (Jeneral, a oartoon was not rerun

with the same sUbjeot but oocas:donally a few were repeated

after a minimum of 15 sessions. During each session, sub

jects had the opportunity to eat breakfast cereal ("root

Loops) by first respond.ing on the television lever and fol

lowing it with a response on the food lever. EaCh response

on the television lever turned off the video portion for 10

seconds ",However, the videotape continued to run and the

audio por'tion remained on. 1\ response on the food lever

bad to oocur within 10 sec after a response on the television

lever to produce cereal. Initially, all responses on the

food lever during the 10 sec video blaokout produced two

"root LoOps. Later, III change was instituted which allowed

only one response on the food lever per 10 sea video black

out to produoe oereal. With this ch.anqe, four Froot Loops

were dispensed instead of two. Throughout the experiment,

an observer looated behind a two-way mirror would depress a

lever to defleot an event pen when programming changes

ooourred (e.(J. new cartoon).

Eaoh subject was given verbal instructions

desoribinq the oonsequences of depressing each lever. The

instruotions first involved a demonstration of the downward
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pressure needed. to close the swit.ch on t.he lever.. Next, a

'Verbal descr.lption of the Consequenoes whioh followed each

le'Ver press accompanied an act.ual demonstration.. '!'hen each

subject was provided with a verbal question for which the

an.war consisted of depressing t.he correot lever (e .. g. "What

do you press to turn off the picture?- followed by the

response of depressing the lever which turned off the pio

t.ure).

Upon completion of 5 correct responses without an

error, sessions 30 min in durat.ion oocurred during which

cartoons were played without commercial interruption to

determine the base rate of turning off the video portion of

t.he television and responding on the food lever. The first

part ofth!s phase is where all responses on the food lever

produced food. while the pioture was off.. However, the high

base ra.t.es of t.wo subjects nearly exhausted the oereal

oa.pacit.y of the universal feeder so a chan<]e \'las mad.e in

o~der to prevent subjects from attaining a behavioral ceil

ing. Thereafter, only one response on the food lever per

10 sec video blackout. produced food as described above ..

In the next phase, commercials oocurred between

cartoon showingS which resulted in commercials appearing

after 5-6 min of cartoons (commeroiall). The oommeroials

were of a variable duration with an average of 2 min of

conuneroial appearing before the onset of a different cartoon.

'J.'ota1 commeroial time per session averaged B min. The
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commercials consisted of message monologues with themes

directed at adult aUdiences. Thus, commeroials with banking,

herbicide, medicine, household product.s and other similar

t.bemes were used. No food commercials were used. Com

mercials were occasiona.lly repeated to approximate home

t.elevision viewing Whereby commercial reruns frequently

occur.

Following the commercial 1 phase, cartoons i:l9a.in

appeared without commercial interruption as in the oriqinal

baseline condition.. For sUbjects 5-2 and S-3, the commer

cial 1 phase was reinstated following the return to baseline.

FollOWing this commercial 1 phase, a paramet.er

change occurred for S-3 which consisted of sessions during

Which 60 sec of commercial interruption appeared after 110

sec of cartoon. The total commercial time per session re

madned. at approximately 8 min but the frequency of a

oommercial interruption changed from approximately one

every 5-6 min to one every l70seo. 'l'his frequency is

supported by evidence which suggests that polydipsi.a as an

adjunctive behavior is found in schedules up to F1 180 sec

(Faile, 1966). The thematic content of the commercials in

this phase remained the same as in the first commercial

phase ..



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The t.op pa.nel of Figure 1 displays total television

off and food responses per session for subjeot 8-1.. Sessions

1-5 show the data for the first part of the baseline phase

where all responses on the food lever during a 10 second

blackout produced oereal.. Television and food responses

show an initially high rate followed by a gradual decrease

to session 5. At. this point, the ohange was made for all

three subjects to the condition where only the first re

sponse per 10 sec video blackout produced cereal.. Data

beginning with session 6 display responses on the television

lever that are followed within 10 seo by a response on the

food lever. Sessions 6-9 show that food responses occurred

approximately 2 ti.mes per session. After commercials were

introduoed, responses did not change in frequency during

sessions 10-15 but then an inorease occurred at session 16

to a frequenoy of approximately 10 responses per session.

Following the return to baseline, the frequency of responses

gradually declined to the level obtained in the initial base-

line phase ..

The middle panel of Figure 1 shows that S-2 had

only one session in the original baseline condition (all

food responses per video blackout producing food) emitting

a total of 70 food responses and 9 television responses.
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Sessions 2-43 i1Lsplay the total nwnberof television off

responses that are followed within 10 sec by a response on

the food lever. S-2' s responding was variable thro'U<;Jho'Ut

the first baseli.ne and commercial phases. Similar to S-l,

S-2' s first 6-8 sessions with commercials resulted in little

change relative to baseline but increased in the subsequent

sessions. This i.ncrease resulted in 9 of the 10 data points

thereafter being above all previous baseline levels. The

return to baseline resulted in an abrupt drop in frequency

stabilizing below previous baseline levels. The return to

commeroial 1 resulted in an abrupt increase in frequency

that started at approximately the same level that: the first

commercial 1 phase did and began to stabilize in the last

three sessions.

In the bottom panel of Figure 1, sessions 1-5 repre

sent data for subject 8-3 from the original baseline condi

tion and all other data points represent television responses

followed within 10 sec by a response on the food 1el1er ..

Sessions 6.... 17 d1.splay data when cartoons ocourred without

commeroial interruption and show a frequency averaging

approximately 30 times per session. When commercials

oocurred bet.ween cartoons there was an abrupt drop in fre

quency that stabilized below baseline levels. The first

session follow1.ng the return to uninterrupted oartoons re

sulted in no responses but sessions were halted thereafter

for 8 days due to S-J's illness. upon the subject's ret.urn,
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response frequency rose to approxima~ely the same level

attained in the first commercial 1 phase. The level of

responding remai.ned attnis level in the return to commercial

1 phase.. This was follOWed by the commercial 2 phase where

60 sec of oOItmlerc:::lals ocourred after 170 sec of cartoon ..

The level of responding in the commercial 2 phase initially

remained the same as in the previous phase but eventually

decreased in the final four sessions.

The top panel of Fiqure 2 illustrates data showing

the frequency of responses made during cartoons as opposed

to commercials for S-l.Besponses during cartoons occurred

approximately 2 times per session when only cartoons were

shown with littl.e change in frequency when commercials

appeared. Note that responses during commercials occurred

at approximately the same rate as responses during cartoons

throughout sessi.ons 10-15. However, beg-inning with session

16, an increase in responses during commercials occurred to

a level aboV'e baseline cartoon responses.. The return to

uninterrupted cartoons resulted in responses during cartoons

starting at t.he same frequency commercial responses did

during sessions 20-22, but then decreasing gradually to the

first. baseline level.

The middle panel of FiCJUre 2 displays the frequency

of responses made during cartoons and oommercials for S-2.

When cartoons only were shown, responding during cartoons

was variable with an average of approximately 15 responses
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P··er session. "'''''''e·n o-...r i 1!lUI· ..,........ cas occurred, the frequency of

responses during cartoons deoreased abruptly to an average

of approximately 3.5 per session with most data points belOW

previous baseline levels.. Responses during commercials

occurred more frequently than responses during cartoons in

the oonu:nercial 1 phase. However, responses during commer

cials occu.rred at a similar rate t.o car1::00n responses durinq

the previous baseline until session 24.. Then an increase

oocurred whioh resulted in 6 data points above baseline

cart.oon respondin.go. A reinst.atement of baseline condit.ions

resulted in responses during cart.oons conti.nu.ing at the

level est.ablished in the first commercial 1 phase.. That

frequency continued when commercials were reinstat.ed while

responding during commercials steadily increased to levels

attained in the first commercial 1 phase.

For 8-3, the bottom panel of Figure 2 shows that

during baseline, approximat.ely 30 responses occurred during

cartoons. The introduction of commercials resulted in the

frequency of responses during cartoons abruptly decreasing

to a level of zero. Responses durinq commercials increased

to levels considerably higher than the level of responding

maintained during cartoons in the commercial 1 phase but.

remained considerably below the level of responding during

. li h ~e·· r·einstatement of theoartoons in the base ne p.ase. J.U

baseline phase resulted in the frequency of responses during

oartoons increasing to the level of responding maintained
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during commercia1s in the connneroial 1 phase.. Reinstating

the commercial 1. phase again resulted in an abrupt. decrease

in responses dur:ing cartoons to near zero levels while

respond in9 during commercials stabilized at approximately the

frequency of responding during cartoons maintained in the

previous baseline phase. When commercials began to appear

more frequent.ly (oommercial 2 phase), responses during

commercials decreased abruptly following session 43 while

responses during cartoons continued at a near zero level ..

Table 1. describes the temporal placement. of responses

during cartoons for all three subjects. Responses during

the first 30 sec of a cartoon were classified as occurring

at the beginning while responses during the last 30 sec of

a cartoon were classified as occurrinq at the end.. For 9-1

and s- 2, more responses were em!tted at the beqinninq of

oartoons than at:. the end during the baseline conditions ..

The introducti.on of ootmnercials for S-l and S-2 resulted in

slightly more responses made during the end of the cartoon

than the beginning.. The reinstatement of oommercials for

B-2 resulted :in slightly more responses made during the be

ginning than at the end. However, the difference in fre

quency between responses made during the beginning relative

to the end of a cartoon in commercial phases were small in

comparison to differences obtained in baseline conditions ..

Responding was similar for S-3 but the ratio of re.sponses



Table 1

The Mean Number of Responses During Cartoons and
their Temporal Placement

11

Total
A

s-1

Baseline i 0 2 12 :3 41.. ..
Range 0 0-4 1... 0

Commercial 1 Sf .. 9 2 .. 54 1 • 92
Range 0- 3 0-1 0-4

Baseline X .. 1 1 .. 4 :3 .. 5
Range 0-1 0-4 O-S

8-2
~

Baseline X .. 78 2 .. 6 15 .. 2
Range 0- 4 1-5 6- 23

COmmercial 1 X .. 39 .. 11 :3 .. 55

Range 0-2 0-1 0-17

Baseline X 0 .. 40 2 .. 2
Range 0 0- 2 O-S

commercial 1 X- 0 .. 40 .. 6

Range 0 0-2 0-3

s- :;
~

Baseline X- 2 .. 16 2 .. 91 29 .. 6

Range 1-5 I- S 22-40

Commercial 1 X 1 .. 2 1 .. 2 8 .. :2 8

Range 0-4 0-5 0-25

Baseline X .. 78 1 .. 11 10 .. 5

Range 0-1 0-3 0-17

commercial 1 X .. 28 0 2 .. 0

Range 0-1 0 0- 7

COl'l.'lmelrcia1 2 X 0 .. 14 .. 14 2

Range 0 0-1 0-1
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during the beg1.nning relative to the end of a cart.oon during

the baseline pbases wasn" tas high as it was for 9-1 and

S-2. S1milar to S-l and.S-2, 8-3&180 had smaller differ

ences 1n the frequency of responses occurrinq d.uring the

beginning as opposed to the end of cartoons when commercials

occurred.

In additi.on to the lever pressing, a variety of

other behaviors were observed during this st:udy. During

commercials I tbesubjects were noted to jump in the cha.ir,

play wi.th the cereal, press t.he levers with their feet, and

look frequent].y in the mirror," 8-2 also was noted to fr8

quentl~{ press the food lever during a video blackout after

a food response had already been made and. 'the food. lever

had no f\$C'tion.. Few of these behaviors were observed

during cartoons ..



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the possibility that

some eating is adjunctive in nature by using television pro

gramming as a schedule of reinforcement while providing the

opportunity to eat during television viewing. The total

number of food responses and their temporal placement were

examined. The data indicate that when commercials occurred,

2 of 3 subjects showed total response increases and all

subjects responded considerably more during oommercials

than oartoons. These results suggest that most responding

during commeroial phases was under the control of commeroials.

Also, these data suggest that the oommeroials used did

serve as an S- for observation of television programming ..

Responses that turned off the video portion and produced

cereal inoreased for S-l and 5-2 when oommercials were

shown and the temporal plaoement of responding displaced

considerably to commercials for all subjeots.. Sinoe oom

meroials had no messages dealing with food, there is

nothingtolJuggest they were an S+ for eating. Additional

behaviors (playing with food lever, jumping in seat,

playing with oereal, looking in the mirror, pressing the

levers with their feet) were noted to oocur primarily

during commercials that were similar to behaviors observed

(finger and foot tapping, pressing a bar with feet, tearing
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paper, hand wringing') when reinforcement probability was

low in a study by Wallace et a1. (1975). Additional support

comes from the fact that during commercials each subject

was noted to turn off the video portion without a subse

quent response on the food lever on 2 or 3 ocoasions.

Since it is likely that the commercials used were an S- and

that commercials did control most responding during com

mercial phases, it seems reasonable to eonclude that some

responding' that obtained oereal during this study was

adjunctive.

The fact that more responses occurred durit1<l the

beginning than the end of cartoons during' baseline condi

tions may further support the contention that some eating

is controlled by S- variables. During baseline conditions,

a discriminable chanqe occurs in programming only at the

onset of a new cartoon. With this change, a period of per

haps 30 sec may be provided which has less reinforcing value

for the observation of television programming for thematic

reasons than the remainder of the cartoon. Perhaps other

s- periods exist during a oartoon but it is unlikely that

they are as discriminable or predictable as the beginning

of the cartoon. Since more eatinq oocurred during the

beginning relative to the end (which is usually indiscrimin

able, less predictable, and more reinforcing) some eating

during baseline conditions may also be under the control S

variables. Support for this oomes from studies whioh show
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that as S- becomes les. predictable, adjunotive behavior is

less reliably found (Millenson,.Allen, Ii Pinker, 1977,

Staddan, 1977). Also, this notion 1s oonsistent with the

fact that only small differences in t.he frequency of

responses occurring during the beginning relat.ive to the

end of a cartoon resulted during commercial phases for all

subjects because it is likely commeroials then had the

s- properties ..

St.udies intrestigating polydipsia as an adjunctive be

havior note that it usually takes a few sessions to develop

(Hawkins, Sehrot, Githens, , Everett, 1972, Staddon & Ayres,

1975). Responding by S-1 and 8-2 was consistent with this

phenomenon since total television responses followed by

food responses didn't increase until 6-6 sessions aft.er

commercials first. occurred (see Fig.. 1). Furthermore,

responses during commercials did not inorease above cartoon

responding' in baseline conditions until 6-8 sessions after

commercials were introduced (see Fig_ 2) whereas responding'

durin9 cartoons remained low. This also sU99$St.S that the

total response increases above baseline were mostly a funo

tion of increases in the frequency of responding during

commercials rather than during cart.oons.. Combined, these

data demonstrate that the adjunctive eating in this study

found took time to develop as noted in other studies of

adjunctive behavior.

Interesting for 8-1 and 8-2 is the different trends
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that.respondi.ng during cart.oons showed throughout. each

phaae , For 8-1, Figure 2 shows that. responses during car

t.oons when unint.errupted cart.oons were shown occurred at. the

same rate as when commercials were shown. However, the

return to uninterrupted cartoons resulted in an inorease

in responses during cartoons close to the level of responses

whioh ocourred during oommercials. These re.spons.es aCOOunt

for the gradu.al decline in total responses in Figure 1

following the return to baseline.. Similar ocourrences were

noted in a stUdy by Kaohanoff et al. (1973) when 80hedu1e

induoed paoing continued to oocur but gradually declined

during extinction sessions. For S-2, responses during car

toons inst.ead decreased abruptly when commeroials "'ere shown

and continued at that same frequenoy throughout. the return

to baseline oonditions and the reinstatement of commeroials.

This resulted in an abrupt decrease in total responses (see

Fig. 1) £011.owin9 the return to baseline oonditions rat.ber

than the gradual decline demonstrated by 9-1's responding

(see Fig. 1). The variables controlling these different

t.rends f01lo",in9 the return to baseline oonditions for t.hese

subjeots are uncertain.

Studies Which investigate polydipsia in rats provide

constant access to a waterbottle in the home cage in order

to assure the animals are not water deprived during experi

mental sessions.. Some oontrol of food deprivation was

exercised in this study by attempting to conduct sessions
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at the same time each day.. Sinoe the children were either

at a day care center or school prior to each session, their

meals Were eaten at the same times each day.. Wit.h sessions

and meals occurring at consist.ent times, the dept'ivat.ion

level of food should be approximately the same across base

line and commercial phases.. However, S-2 was not. at t.he

day care center every day and occasionally had to be picked

up from home. This could have changed his deprivation level

for food and thus may account for response variability during

the first baseline and commercial phases.. Later, when a

more consistent schedUle could be established, S-2'8 re

sponse frequency became more stables

The contingencies in this study are analogous to

those existing in many hom.e environments.. When viewers in

many homes get something to eat, they perform a chain of

behaviors that lead them to the kiteben away from the

television.. During this time, 'they often can hear the

program material even though they may no longer be able to

see the picture.. However, caution must be exercised..

Television programs have different reinforcing value for

different people and the programs in the present study may

have a different reinforcing ~alue for children than adult

proqrams have for adults. This may account for differences

in response frequency and the fact that 8-3 exhibited no

increases during commeraial phases.. (Also, as mentioned

earlier, different levels of deprivation may ha~e influenced
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the frequency of responding .. ) However, the nature of these

conditions need further investigation in order to d.etermine

what kinds of commercials, programs and what time parameters

lead to adjunctive eating. Since this study shows that

some eating may be adjunctive and also supports Stuart and

Davis' (1972) observation that television viewing can in

crease occurrences of eating', some of the variables con

trolling overeating may be identified in order to facili ....

tate weight control.
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